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THERE has been a failure to contain COVID-19 in China
even with massive draconian efforts to do so. The list

of countries that are not only reporting confirmed cases, but
cases of community transmission and exponential outbreak
continues to grow. Because we still lack reliable treatment of
individuals, it is imperative that we view mitigation efforts
primarily in terms of the reduction of social contact that
is necessary for contagion propagation. Moreover, even if
effective individual treatments become established, resource
limitations demand that restricting human movement will
be essential to combat the virus globally and domestically.

Below we list several policy recommendations focused
on human mobility divided into three categories: (1) policies
for when all domestic cases are known to be from foreign
travel or individuals very closely connected with those who
contracted the virus outside of the country,1 (2) policies for
if and when community transmission has been detected,
(3) policies for if and when domestic outbreaks have taken
hold.

Crucially, in order to maintain domestic mobility, inter-
national travel restrictions should be expanded immediately
to reduce additional inflows of the virus. Put simply, the US
can choose to restrict international travel now and maintain
domestic mobility, or delay these measures and be forced to
restrict both international and domestic mobility in the near
future.

For each category the policies of the prior category
apply, unless explicitly overridden by the additional policy
measures.

1 POLICIES CONDITIONAL ON NO DETECTION OF
DOMESTIC COMMUNITY TRANSMISSION OR OUT-
BREAKS

• Expand travel restriction to all locations with known
active outbreaks: do not permit entry of foreign nation-

1. Unfortunately, during the drafting of this article, in the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area a case of COVID-19 has been detected that is not
connected to any known international travel. Therefore, we should
already consider the US to be in category 2: community transmission
detected.

als that have visited any location with active outbreak
in the last 21 days.2

• Screen for symptoms for all international arrivals
• For (foreign) locations where community transmission

has been detected but without known widespread out-
break, quarantine all arriving individuals for no less
than 14 days.

2 POLICIES CONDITIONAL ON DETECTION OF
DOMESTIC COMMUNITY TRANSMISSION WITH NO
KNOWN OUTBREAKS

• Cancel all public gatherings where transmission has
been detected at county or state scales

• Discourage travel in and out of areas with detected
community transmission

• Restrict non-essential movement within area in which
community transmission has been detected

3 POLICIES CONDITIONAL ON DETECTION OF DO-
MESTIC OUTBREAK(S)

• Restrict all non-critical entry in order to concentrate
resources to mitigating the outbreak without the ad-
ditional complexity of importation of new cases. )

• Cancel or strongly discourage public gatherings nation-
wide

• Place domestic travel restrictions on state-to-state
travel, with a quarantine policy similar to current in-
ternational protocols.

2. Current travel restrictions that have a 14 day buffer period should
be extended to 21 days to better address evidence that incubation time
can be quite lengthy for some individuals.


